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Abstract
The structure of quasicrystals permits phason flips: atoms may jump to equivalent alternate positions. The jumps
represent the discrete representation of the phason strain in the continuum description. We have studied jumps in one
of the Burkov models for decagonal Al-Cu-Co quasicrystals in molecular dynamics simulations by direct detection and
with the help of correlation functions. In the decagonal structures we find correlated jumps of two atoms within a layer.
These are equivalent to flips predicted in a tiling description for the model. We will also give an overview of correlated
atomic motions in different quasiperiodic layers.
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1. Introduction

2. Model and Simulations

Describing a quasicrystal by the atomic decoration
of a quasiperiodic tiling, phason motion becomes
evident by a reshuffling of certain local tile configurations, along with their decoration. Katz and Kalugin suggested that these phason flips lead to a new
mode of self-diffusion [1]. Triggered by the paper
many groups have focused their interest on this subject both experimentally and theoretically [2, 3, 4].
To study atomic flips in quasicrystals Coddens et al.
performed neutron scattering experiments first on iAl-Pd-Mn and i-Al-Cu-Fe and most recently on a
d-Al-Ni-Co quasicrystals [5, 6, 7]. They can explain
the temperature dependence of line widths and peak
heights only by assuming the existence of correlated
simultaneous jumps of several atoms, as is expected
for phasons [8]. Flip diffusion has often been studied
in pure tiling models [9, 10], but for many quasicrystal models such as the binary icosahedral model [11]
it is not exactly known what phason flips look like
[12]. Roth has shown that molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations are a good tool to study atomic jumps
in icosahedral quasicrystals [13]. We therefore investigated the specific atomic jumps in decagonal AlCu-Co by means of MD simulations using one of the
Burkov models (BII) [14], since for this model the
atomic motions in phason flips are well known [15].

The BII model, which is based on the atomic decoration of a Tübingen triangle tiling, consists of
two plane decagonal quasiperiodic layers, which are
alternatively stacked along a perpendicular tenfold
screw axis with a stacking period of 4.18 Å. A binary
approximant of this model in projection both along
and perpendicular to the decagonal axis is shown in
Fig. 1. The most prominent motifs are rings, which
are formed by ten atoms in projection along the decagonal axis (Fig. 1 left). The midpoints of all atomic
ten-rings are left empty in the BII model, whereas
in Burkov model I (BI) [14] one Al atom is placed
in the center of those atomic ten-rings, which consist
of both Al and transition metal (TM) atoms. The
smallest distances within the layers are 2.46 Å for
Al-Al and Al-TM and 2.89 Å for TM-TM. The phason flip of the BII model is shown in Fig. 2 left for
a single layer in the tiling description [15]. During
each such a flip two atoms, at least one of them an Al
atom, have to move correlated. If among them there
are two Al atoms involved, as in Fig. 2, the jump
length is 0.94 Å, which is smaller than the interatomic distances within the layers of the BII model.
The MD simulations were carried out with the program package IMD which is suitable for massively
parallel computers [16]. In the simulation we took
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Fig. 1. Approximant of the BII model with 680 atoms.
Left: View along the decagonal axis. Right: View perpendicular to the decagonal axis. Layer one is shown
with dark and layer two with bright spheres. The small
spheres belong to Al and the large spheres to TM atoms,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Pair Potentials used in the MD simulation.

3. Results of the MD Simulations
Examples of the essential atomic motions during the
simulations are shown in the right parts of Fig. 2
and in Fig. 5. Both figures display a superposition of snapshots from the same region. Large and
small spheres denote TM and Al atoms respectively.
Successive positions are connected by tiny cylinders.
The spheres and the first cylinder were chosen to be
semi-transparent, because it then is possible observe
all atomic motions. Thus both the type and the initial position of every atom are visible, as well as the
time-resolved motion of each single atom during the
simulation. In two-dimensional views of the threedimensional visualizations one can choose either a
superimposed view of all quasiperiodic layers to get
an overall impression (Fig. 5 upper part), or a perspective view to see whether the motion is identical
in all layers (Fig. 5 lower part), or a detailed view of
only a few atoms, e.g. to show a phason flip (Fig. 2).
We can detect phason flips as described in [15]. In
Fig. 2 such a flip is shown in comparison with the
corresponding flip in the tiling picture (left part).
The detection of phason flips is tedious if the jumps
are smaller than the interatomic distances, because
equilibrium motions have to be distinguished from
phason motions.
We also have studied atomic motions characteristic to the arrangement of certain atomic species. As
can be seen in Fig. 5 nearly all TM atoms stay within
0.5Å of their initial position. Al atoms show a significantly greater mobility, as expected from the pair
potentials we have used (Fig. 3). In Fig. 5 stable and
unstable local structures are marked by thick and
thin lines, respectively. Atomic ten-rings consisting
of TM-atoms only are stable, as are the neighboring
2×5 Al atoms and the surrounding circle of 2×5 TM
atoms (central part of Fig. 5 upper part). Unstable
structure elements are the mixed atomic ten-rings
with 6 TM and 4 Al atoms as shown in Fig. 5 (upper
part). Frequently Al-centered atomic ten-rings with
6 TM and 4 Al atoms are created. In average one Al

a binary approximant of the BII model with 13980
atoms and dimensions 60.99 Å× 51.88 Å× 62.70 Å.
For the atomic interactions we used pair potentials
first developed and optimized for aluminum-rich i–
Al-Mn [17]. This potential shows strong Friedel oscillations (Fig. 3) and proved to be useful for the
simulation of d–Al-Cu-Co, since the model is stable
with these potentials. The atomic layers are preserved as is the overall structure of the sample [18]. For
performance reasons the cutoff radius was set to 6 Å.
The simulation run took 500,000 time-steps, which is
approximately 20 ps, and the initial temperature was
set to 0.02, which is about 1 /25 of the melting temperature. After relaxation of the sample, the MD
simulation was performed at constant volume and
constant energy (NVE).
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Fig. 2. Phason flips in Al-Cu-Co, one layer. Left: Phason flip in the tiling description of [15] as expected for
this model. An area of 10Å by 10Å is shown. The two
involved Al atoms have to move correlated a distance of
0.94Å. Right: The corresponding phason flip as observed in the MD simulation. The symbols are as in Fig. 1.
Successive positions are connected by tiny cylinders.
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atom per double layer occupies the midpoints. Additional correlated atomic motions are observed along
the decagonal axis, and between neighboring atomic
layers. Uncorrelated motions, e.g. single atoms moving in a fixed neighborhood, are rare.
The motions along the decagonal axis are mainly
caused by Al atoms which move into the centers of
a mixed atomic ten-ring consisting of TM and Al
atoms. Almost all of these mixed atomic ten-rings
become occupied with Al atoms during the simulation. These Al atoms show a greater mobility along
the decagonal axis than Al atoms in plane. Apparently the atomic ten-rings form a channel along the
decagonal axis, which can support diffusive atomic
transport.
Concerning the motions within the quasiperiodic
layers we see that atoms with the nearest neighbors
in adjacent layers show a correlated motion (Fig. 5
lower part, left). Atoms in opposite layers move in
alternating directions.
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4. Correlation Functions
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We also have evaluated the van-Hove self-correlation
function G(r, t). In MD these functions are computed directly from the time-dependent atom coordinates.
The self-correlation function compares the position of a particle with its position at a later time. In
equilibrium it depends only on the time difference.
The results can be compared to the direct detection
of the jumps. If the correlation function is not averaged over time jumps are directly visible (Fig. 4).
Since every atom has a finite number of environment
types it is not possible to choose a tagged atom as
a representative as is possible in a crystal or a glass.
One has to average over the motion of all atoms. The
computation of G(r, t) is non-trivial as can be seen
in Fig. 4. The major problem is caused by the phonon fluctuations which superpose the short-ranged
jumps. Therefore the simulations have to be carried
out at low temperatures, but this worsens statistics
since fewer jumps occur. Nevertheless it has been
possible to detect jumps with a distance of about 0.94
Å and of about 1.6 Å which are consecutive jumps of
the first type with an angle of 72◦ between them. If
the angular dependence of G(r, t) is considered, we
find that the phonon part is rather isotropic. The
jumps, however, occur preferably along the periodic
axis or in the quasiperiodic plane. Diagonal jumps
are suppressed.

Fig. 4. Self-correlation G(r, t) as a histogram. The maximum at the left side are the phonon vibrations. The flip
processes are found at the right side up to 1.8 Å .

gested in [15] geometrically. We also see other correlated atomic motions, such as those of Al atoms between different layers. The midpoints of mixed atomic ten-rings are occupied by Al atoms during the
simulation, which exhibit a greater mobility along
the decagonal axis. Therefore we conclude, that the
channels formed by these ten-rings along the decagonal axis support diffusion along the periodic direction. During simulation the Al atoms possess a
much greater mobility than the TM atoms, which we
expect to be also seen in diffusion or neutron scattering experiments. In essence one can say that the Al
atoms move like a fluid in a fixed grid of TM atoms.
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5. Summary and Outlook
We have performed MD simulations on the BII model
to study the atomic motions and especially phason
flips. We detect phason flips as they have been sug3
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Fig. 5. Details of the MD simulations on an approximant of the BII model: All pictures show a superposition of
snapshots in the same region during different simulation times. Above: View along the decagonal axis. Below: details
of the above picture sidewise to the decagonal axis. Left: Correlated motions of neighboring Al atoms along the
decagonal axis denoted as area 1 in the above picture. Right: The jump of Al atoms to midpoint position of atomic
ten-ring consisting of Al and TM atoms (area 2 in the above picture). The symbols are as in Fig. 1. Atomic motions
are shown as tiny cylinders. Thick lines denote stable and thin lines unstable structure elements, respectively.
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